Simulation of Lightning Return Stroke Currents and Its Effect to Nearby Overhead Conductor
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Abstract – A nearby lightning strike can induce significant currents in long horizontal and vertical conductors. Although the magnitude of the current in this case is much smaller than that encountered during a direct strike, the probability of occurrence and the frequency content are higher. In view of this, appropriate knowledge of the characteristics of such induced currents is relevant for the interpretation of recorded currents. Considering these, the present paper discusses a modeling procedure that permits simulation of lightning-induced voltages or currents on overhead lines due to nearby lightning strikes. The hypothesis of perfect conducting ground, generally adopted in studies on the subject, is discussed in order to better assess the validity of the simulation results. In this paper, a homogeneous non-perfect ground is also investigated for its influence on lightning-induced voltages. The procedure for analyses of the voltages induced on an overhead line by a nearby lightning return stroke with a striking point at unequal distances from the line terminations is presented. The analysis shows that lightning-induced voltages depend on the soil conductivity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sensitive and sophisticated electronic components are increasingly used in data-transmission networks, in power system equipment (circuit breakers, disconnectors, control and protection circuits), and in household appliances. These components, compared to electromechanical ones used in the past, may suffer logic upset or damage at significantly lower levels of induced electromagnetic interference particularly from transients. Transients caused by lightning (direct and/or indirect) can be one of the major causes of malfunction or even destruction of those components. In particular, lightning-induced voltages, which can cause micro-interruptions of the power supply or disruption in telecommunication or data-transmission networks during thunderstorms, have been seriously revisited due to the increasing demand by customers for good quality in the power supply and reliability in the transmission of information. The opening of the telecommunication market, followed now by that of the electrical power market is only accelerating this trend.

As a result, the evaluation of lightning induced disturbances on both overhead and buried conductors has recently been attracted considerable attention [1–4]. Typical examples are power transmission and distribution cables, submarine fiberoptic cables, and telecommunication cables. There is no clear explanation in the power system literature about the relation between the number of outages during thunderstorms and lightning flash density in the proximity of the failure place. However, a case reported in Sweden, in which one high-voltage and several distribution transformers exploded during a heavy thunderstorm, leaving 11000 people without electricity for 24 hours, is symptomatic of the impending danger of lightning, in particular as it occurred in a highly developed country. This case also shows that the interruption of information and electric supply in a modern society can have severe consequences. A lightning stroke in the proximity of a big hotel in Lausanne, Switzerland, induced a voltage in the satellite antenna and destroyed the TV sets in the building. Direct lightning strokes on trees during heavy thunderstorms caused accidents and death to human and animals in rural areas of Bangladesh. A two-year survey of lightning-induced voltages on telecommunication lines has been performed in the 1990s in France [4]. A total number of 16000 short events (lightning pulses on the telecommunication line, lightning and/or switching pulses on the mains) have been recorded at nine sites during the measurement period. From these events, 27 peak values exceeded 1.5 kV, with a maximum value of 3.5 kV, which represents a dangerous value for any kind of telecommunication equipment.

The interaction between lightning and installations can be any one of the following:

1) Direct, if a lightning stroke directly hits a line connected to the installation or the equipment.
2) Indirect, if the strike is at a distance and the currents are induced by the electromagnetic field generated by the lightning discharge.

To analyze the effects of indirect lightning strikes on transmission lines or various equipment, it is necessary to go through the following steps:

1) The development of lightning return-stroke models, which means the modeling of the spatial-temporal distribution of the current in the lightning channel.

2) Radiated electromagnetic fields by such a current distribution including propagation effects over a soil with finite conductivity.

3) The evaluation of the voltages induced on nearby overhead lines resulting from the coupling between the electromagnetic field and the line conductors.

The aim of this paper is to present the simulation results of currents and voltages showing the lightning induced disturbances on horizontal conductors either terminated or grounded at the ends. Even though extensive experimental investigations have been performed on the effect of nearby lightning on vertical conductors and/or, tower(e.g.,[4,5]), to the best of our knowledge, simulation characterization for horizontal overhead conductors with different conductivities is limited in the scientific literature.

An indirect lightning strike can induce appreciable currents in both horizontal and vertical conductors. The magnitudes of such induced currents are definitely much lower than those experienced during a direct hit. However, their frequency of occurrence is comparatively higher. Accurate knowledge of the characteristics of induced currents would help in the characterization and classification of currents recorded on instrumented conductors. Such knowledge would also be useful for the study of the electromagnetic noise/interference caused by the induced currents on electrical and electronic systems in the vicinity, and for systems mounted on the conductors (towers). For a rough estimate of the number of strikes in the surrounding area, the information on the annual frequency of induction due to a strike in the vicinity can be used in conjunction with the number of direct hits. In view of these facts, investigations on the characteristics of the induced effects seem to be essential.

II. METHOD OF ANALYSIS

Numerical electromagnetic analysis is becoming a powerful approach to analyze a transient which is hard to solve by a conventional circuit-theory based approach such as the Electromagnetic Transient Program (EMTP) [6]. It follows from a solution of Maxwell’s equations for boundary conditions of the EM field at the surface of the conductor and the earth. However, it is still based on some idealistic hypotheses, such as homogeneous earth and ideal contact between the conductor and the soil. Additionally, only a few papers consider nonlinear phenomena [7].

Unfortunately, there is no systematically developed and reliable set of experimental data available that would serve as a standard, so we consider here the EM model as the basis for comparison.

Numerical electromagnetic analyses based on the Finite difference time domain (FDTD) method are effective to analyze the transient response of a large solid conductor or electrode. The accuracy of this method, applied to such an analysis, has been fully investigated in comparison with an experiment and shown to be satisfactory [8]. As this method requires long computation time and large memory capacity, the analysis is restricted to rather small spaces.

The FDTD method employs a simple way to discretize a differential form of Maxwell’s equations. In the Cartesian coordinate system, it generally requires the entire space of interest to be divided into small rectangular cells and calculates the electric and magnetic fields of the cells using the discretized Maxwell’s equations. As the material constant of each cell can be specified arbitrarily, a complex inhomogeneous medium can be easily analyzed. To analyze fields in an open space, an absorbing boundary has to be set on each plane which limits the space to be analyzed, so as to avoid reflection there. In the present analysis, the second-order Mur’s method [9] is employed to represent absorbing planes.

So far in most of FDTD analyses of transient and steady-state voltages, large solid electrodes [8,10], which can be decomposed into small cubic cells, have been chosen and thin-wire electrodes have been dealt with. This is because an equivalent radius of a thin wire in a lossy medium has already been developed [11,12]. In the present paper, an equivalent radius for a thin wire in lossy medium is utilized with the help of the concept proposed for an aerial thin wire [11]. The validity is already tested by comparing grounding-resistance values obtained through FDTD simulations on simple buried structures with theoretical values [12,13]. The FDTD method also yields reasonably accurate lightning-induced voltages on a horizontal wire above ground by lightning strikes to a tall grounded object [14].

A. Models for Analysis

As an electromagnetic field produced by lightning is basically responsible for the current induction, a model to be employed for study must be based on the electromagnetic model. Thus, the present paper employs the electromagnetic model, which ensures reliable description of the associated field problem and has been successfully employed in the literature for the estimation of currents and fields in the vicinity [15-17].

In measuring a transient response of a horizontal electrode, a horizontal current lead wire and a horizontal
voltage reference wire have been used [8,18], although it is desirable to place the horizontal conductors perpendicular to one another in order to reduce undesired inductions. Recently, Tsumura et al. [13] recommended that the perpendicular arrangement of the voltage reference wire is an appropriate one. However, the difference in the evaluated voltage peaks due to wire arrangements is only 6%.

A 1/50 reduced-scale model is considered here in order to simulate a lightning stroke initiated at ground level. The upward leader induces voltages on the nearby horizontal overhead line by the electromagnetic field.

Figure 1 shows a representative arrangement of the horizontal conductor system in which AB is considered to be a horizontal copper conductor of 4 m in length. Both ends of the conductor are terminated to the ground. The length of the vertical current lead wire is taken to be 5 m and is placed at a distance of 50 cm from the horizontal overhead line. Pulse current was injected from the bottom of the model channel with an internal impedance of 50 Ω. The vertical lightning channel is considered to be a perfectly conducting cylinder excited by a delta-gap step voltage source. The arbitrary voltage source produces a steep-front wave having a risetime of 4.1 ns to 119 V. The voltage waveform is sustained another 40 ns with a slow rise of the voltage to 180 V. Then it goes to zero [11]. The current pulse generator was modeled as a z-directional voltage source, of which the waveform was given by a piecewise linear approximation of its open voltage as in Fig. 2. The source waveform is assigned in such a way as to allow the propagation time through the entire horizontal and other associated conductor system.

For the present FDTD simulation, the conductor system shown in Fig. 1 is surrounded by a large rectangular analysis space of 2 m, 6 m, and 2 m in the \(x, y\) and \(z\) directions respectively, with space length \(\Delta s = 5\) cm. An earth is placed at the bottom of the analysis space with a thickness of 10 cm and a resistivity \(\rho = 1.69 \times 10^{-8} \Omega \cdot m\). The gap length is maintained as the space length \(\Delta s\) of the conductor system at which a voltage probe or current probe is placed to record the voltage and current. The time step for the simulation was determined by equation (14) of [11] with \(\alpha = 0.001\), and all the six boundaries of the cell were treated as second-order Liao’s absorbing boundaries. The radius of the horizontal thin wire was taken into account by the method discussed in the previous paper and 0.23\(\Delta s = 1.15\) cm of radius was chosen accordingly [11,12].

The FDTD method is normally a time-consuming
method. However, progress of computers in terms of speed and memory has been considerable, and even a personal computer can be used for the FDTD calculation here. In fact, the simulations presented in this paper were performed by a personal computer with Intel Pentium 4, 2.80 GHz CPU and 512 MB RAM. Responses are calculated up to 40 ns for the reduced-scale model (2 m × 6 m × 2 m) with a time increment of 0.096 ns. Therefore, the computation time for the present scaled models are about 4 min respectively, regardless of ground parameters.

The current distribution, \( I(z, t) \), along the lightning channel for the case of strike initiated at ground, is given by Baba and Rakov [19],

\[
I(z, t) = \frac{1 + \rho_{gr}}{2} I_{sc}(0, t - \frac{z}{v})
\]

where \( v \) is the return-stroke speed and \( I_{sc}(0, t) \) is the lightning short-circuit current injected at \( z = 0 \) instead of \( z = h \), which is also known as the channel-base current, and \( \rho_{gr} \) is the current reflection coefficient at the channel base. Typical values of \( v \) are one-third to two-thirds of \( c \). Figure 2 shows the computed waveforms of the current distribution using the FDTD method which can also be represented by equation (1). The current distribution for the case of strikes to a tall object and for the case of strikes to flat ground correspond to the same lightning discharge, as required for examining the influence of strike object. In the FDTD calculations, the lightning channel and strike object can also be represented by a vertical array of current sources [20]. The arbitrary waveform of lightning short-circuit current \( I_{sc}(h, t) \) or \( I_{sc}(0, t) \) is specified by the current waveform proposed by Noda et al. [11]. In the case of a lightning strike to flat ground, the current reflection coefficient at the channel base (ground) is set to \( \rho_{gr} = 1 \ (Z_{ch} >> Z_{gr}) \), where \( Z_{ch} \) and \( Z_{gr} \) are the equivalent impedance of the lightning channel and grounding impedance of the strike object, respectively. The assumption \( \rho_{gr} = 1 \) is supported by the results from triggered-lightning experiments that show that lightning is capable of lowering its grounding impedance to a value that is always much lower than the equivalent impedance of the lightning channel [21,22]. It can be seen that in the TL model, the longitudinal current \( I(z', t) \) in a straight and vertical lightning channel at an arbitrary height \( z' \) and time \( t \) is expressed as follows,

\[
I(z', t) = I(0, t - \frac{z'}{v})
\]

**B. Analyzed Results**

Figure 2 shows the channel currents at different heights due to injected lightning return stroke current at ground with different soil conductivities. Channel current waveforms with a copper ground (as shown in Fig. 2(a)) are determined mainly by the characteristics of the injected current waveforms. These currents are treated as the total current waveform \( I_{tot} \), at different heights calculated using the FDTD method for a vertical perfectly conducting cylinder excited at its bottom by a lumped source [23]. The current waveform at \( z = 0 \) m (bottom) of Fig. 2(a) is also considered as an incident current due to this lumped source. If we consider the vertical phased current source array along the channel, then the peaks of all the current waveforms at different heights would be the same (e.g., Fig. 3 of [23]). In this case, those current waveforms are to be treated as incident current waveforms at different heights. Thus the scattered current can be obtained as \( I_{scat} = I_{tot} - I_{inc} \).

As seen in Fig. 2(a), the current pulse attenuation is accompanied by the lengthening of its tail while the rise-time of the current pulse is almost constant. These characteristics of the current waveforms are different for different ground conductivities. The magnitude of the channel currents are decreasing with decreasing of ground conductivity. Because of the finite ground conductivities, the curves of the channel currents in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) exhibit nonlinear characteristics after their first peaks. Figure 3 illustrates the channel base currents computed by the FDTD method with different soil conductivities. It is evident from this result that the channel base current decreases with decreasing ground conductivity.

Figure 4 shows the normalized currents computed at different heights of the lightning channel characterized by a finite ground (\( \sigma = 10 \) mS/m). Here the normalization is termed by the ratio of the channel current at specific height to the channel base current (e.g., \( I_{n}(z, t) = I(z, t)/I(0, t) \)). Figure 5 illustrates the scattered current waveforms, \( I_{scat} \), at different heights with a copper ground.

Figures 6 and 7 show the waveforms of the vertical electric field and azimuthal magnetic field respectively at the near end of the terminated overhead horizontal conductor due to a nearby lightning strike to flat ground. Similarly, Figs. 8 and 9 correspond to the waveform of the electric and magnetic fields at the distant end. Those
of current sources. The lightning short-circuit current \( I_{sc}(0, t) \) was the same as that proposed by Nucci et al. [26].

![Fig. 4. Normalized currents observed at different heights of the return-stroke elevated channel for a finite ground conductivity (\( \sigma = 10 \text{ mS/m} \)).](image)

![Fig. 5. Scattered current waveforms, \( I_{scat} \), at different heights obtained as the difference between the total current and the incident current for the lumped source with a copper ground.](image)

![Fig. 6. Waveforms for the vertical electric field at the near end of the terminated overhead conductor due to a lightning strike to a flat ground with different soil conditions.](image)

![Fig. 7. Waveforms for the azimuthal magnetic field at the near end of the terminated overhead conductor due to a lightning strike to a flat ground with different soil conditions.](image)

results are obtained for different ground conditions. The fields nearer to the striking location are larger in magnitude than at the far end. This result agrees satisfactorily with other simulation (Numerical Electromagnetic Code (NEC-2)) and experimental results (Figs. 3(a) and 4(a) of Pokharel et al. [24]). The validity of the results of vertical electric field \( E_z \) and azimuthal magnetic field \( H_\phi \) at the ground surface due to a vertical lightning strike to flat highly conducting ground using the FDTD method has already been examined with corresponding fields calculated using exact analytical expressions derived by Thottappillil et al. [25]. The later expressions are valid for the TL model, vertical channel terminating on flat, perfectly conducting ground, and return-stroke velocity equal to the velocity of light \( (v = c) \). In the FDTD procedure, we used the distribution of current along the lightning channel given by equation (1) with \( (v = c) \) and \( \rho_{gr} = 1 \), which was represented by a vertical array

\[
E_z(d, t) = \frac{I(0, t - d/c)}{2\pi \varepsilon_0 cd}, \quad (2)
\]

\[
H_\phi(d, t) = \frac{I(0, t - d/c)}{2\pi d}. \quad (3)
\]

Note that equation (2) gives the exact total electric field, which is the sum of the electrostatic, induction, and radiation components, and equation (3) gives the exact total magnetic field which is the sum of the induction and radiation components [25]. Hence, Figs. 6 to 9 show the field computation based on the analytical formula [25] using the FDTD results for the currents.
Fig. 8. Waveforms for the vertical electric field at the far end of the terminated overhead conductor due to a lightning strike to a flat ground with different soil conditions.

Fig. 9. Waveforms for the azimuthal magnetic field at the far end of the terminated overhead conductor due to a lightning strike to a flat ground with different soil conditions.

Now the induced currents at the terminated ends of the overhead horizontal line computed for grounds having various soil conditions are shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b). These induced currents are due to the coupling between the electromagnetic field and the line conductor. The first peak of this induced current in proximity to the lightning source is large in the case with infinite conductivity. The polarity of the induced current with infinite ground conductivity is observed to be different from current waves with finite ground as distance increases from the striking location.

C. Terminations at Equidistance from the Source

Figure 11 illustrates the case with a simulated lightning channel in which the same return stroke current is considered at the bottom of the channel. Now the stroke location is equidistant from the line terminations and at 50 cm from the line center of a 1/50 reduced-scale model. By using the aforementioned approach, it is possible to simulate and analyze the effect of protection elements installed at the entrance of a substation, control building of a communication tower, or even household appliances. The dimension of the analysis space and cell size are taken to be the same as assumed in the earlier section. Figure 12 represents the induced currents at the terminated ends equidistant from the stroke location for varying soil conditions. Similar characteristics for the induced currents has also been observed in Fig. 10(a). Induced voltages due to a nearby lightning strike at the center of the overhead horizontal conductor are represented in Fig. 13. These voltages are computed across the overhead line and a auxiliary potential wire. Results show that decreasing ground conductivity also decreases the induced voltages on the overhead horizontal line. These properties are good agreement with the results obtained by Pokharel et al. [Fig. 11 of [24]] using a Sommerfeld integral and a Norton’s approximation. Although there are some differences in the wavetails because of the computational method considered in this work. Figure 14 shows the magnetic field distribution a t = 40 ns on the y – z plane, when a part of the incoming wave reflects at the earth surface (a snapshot of its animation visualized by MATLAB). Those fields penetrate the nearby conductor and induce currents on it.
III. CONCLUSIONS

A time-domain method for numerical electromagnetic analysis, i.e., FDTD, is applied to analyze the proximity effect due to a nearby lightning stroke to flat ground. Induced currents and voltages are investigated at the near and far ends of the terminated horizontal conductor which is at a short distance from the stroke location. The effects of ground conductivity depending on soil conditions are also evaluated and presented in this paper. The validity of the results is examined with the analytical data and also with simulation results using NEC-2. Although it is difficult to analyze the large computational domain including finitely conducting ground, the FDTD method offers more accurate results and advantages over NEC-2.

The electric and magnetic fields are calculated using the well-known analytical expression considering the currents calculated here by the FDTD method. A nearby lightning stroke at the center position of the horizontal overhead conductor has been analyzed and induced voltages are measured at the line in order to investigate the performance of surge arrester connected to the line with different ground conductivities. Furthermore, this work examines the behavior of vertical lightning channel current with different ground conditions and gives insightful results for a scaled model which facilitates the analysis with larger scale model including surge protectors.

The above findings regarding the lightning-induced voltages in the absence of a tall strike object have important implications for optimizing lightning protection means for telecommunication and power distribution lines.
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